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The Inn At Spanish Bay
A Father-Daughter Genealogy Team Link Present to Past on Family Trees
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The Inn At The Tides
Meri's family has been producing doctors for so many generations that no one remembers why, so
when she flunks out of medical school, she runs as far from her parents as she can get. In the small
mountain town of Canyon Mines, Colorado, she takes a job at the Inn at Hidden Run B&amp;B. And
waits. It's only a matter of time.
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The Inn At Newport Ranch
What she doesn't count on is genealogist Jillian Parisi-Duffy and her father, Nolan, having her back
when it takes everything she has not to bolt again but to stay and face the truth that only unfolding her
family's history will reveal. While Nolan works on keeping Meri calm--and in town--Jillian pulls out of her
gems of information she doesn't know she has and arranges the puzzle pieces.
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The Inn At Death Valley
But none of that changes the fact that Meri's family is closing in to haul her back to her "real" life. When
their arrival inflames tensions and Meri finally does bolt, Nolan and Jillian may be out of time.
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The Inn At Saratoga
The Inn at Hidden Run is the first book in the Tree of Life series. Readers will come back to backdrop of
a lovely mountain town of Canyon Mines again and again to explore and celebrate unforgettable family
stories that inspire them to connect with their own family histories and unique faith journeys.
I've read many books by this author. This is the start of a new series called Tree of Life. It takes place in
a split time frame, modern day Colorado and 1870's Memphis. Fascinating story, some of the historical
scenes are based on true happenings.
The historical part of the story takes place in Memphis during the Yellow Fever epidemic of the late
nineteenth century. Memphis at this time was a tragic place to be with so many dying of the fever and
children becoming orphaned . Most went to the as

I've read many books by this author. This is the

start of a new series called Tree of Life. It takes place in a split time frame, modern day Colorado and
1870's Memphis. Fascinating story, some of the historical scenes are based on true happenings.
The historical part of the story takes place in Memphis during the Yellow Fever epidemic of the late
nineteenth century. Memphis at this time was a tragic place to be with so many dying of the fever and
children becoming orphaned . Most went to the asylum and were taken care of selflessly by the nuns
who put their own lives on the line, some becoming sick as well taking care of these children.
You will enjoy the modern story telling just as much as Newport magically brings the two stories
together seamlessly at the end.
Very enjoyable plot. I enjoyed reading this book.
Pub Date 01 May 2019
I was given a complimentary copy of this book. Thank you. All opinions expressed are my own.
...more
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The Inn At Truckee
FTC Disclosure: I received a complimentary copy of this book from NetGalley. A positive review was not
required. These are my honest thoughts.
What a charming, heartbreaking story! This book was an incredibly rich, detailed time-split tale that is a
wonderful start to the Tree of Life series.
The historical thread was so fascinating. I found myself completely wrapped up in Elizaâ€™s journey
even though I wasnâ€™t sure, until halfway through the book, why it was being told.
The contemporary thread slipp
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NetGalley. A positive review was not required. These are my honest thoughts.
What a charming, heartbreaking story! This book was an incredibly rich, detailed time-split tale that is a
wonderful start to the Tree of Life series.
The historical thread was so fascinating. I found myself completely wrapped up in Elizaâ€™s journey
even though I wasnâ€™t sure, until halfway through the book, why it was being told.
The contemporary thread slipped a few times into a â€œpreachyâ€• mode, not about religion but
about how genealogy and the search for and through proper records to find family histories works. I
would have loved this to be smoothed out a bit more, as it was so beautifully done in the latter chapters
of the book.
That being said, I rather enjoyed getting to know Jillian, Nolan, Meri, Nia, and Leoâ€”the featured
characters in the contemporary portion of the novel. They each brought important aspects to the story
and had strong personalities that played well against each other for the sake of the plot. Perhaps my
favorite subplot was Jillianâ€™s search for a replacement mug. Iâ€™ve been there plenty of times where
a favorite is broken, and, trust me, the hunt is real! I also enjoyed the levity this thread brought,
particularly after a couple of heavier historical scenes.
A few of the major â€œsurprisesâ€• were completely predictable to me, but there was a certain
satisfaction in knowing I had reasoned out those plot points just as well as the author as she was writing
this story. These few moments did not detract from my reading experience, because both story lines
were engaging, interesting, and heightened with the good sort of drama.
Fabulous news! This book contained ZERO expletives or profanities. SUCH a refreshing thing!
Content: wine used in a sauce (once), death associated with illness, tobacco mentioned (once)
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Recipes would be a great addition to this book.
...more
.
This story was so enjoyable!!
The Inn at Hidden Run is the first book in the Tree of Life series by Olivia Newport. In it, we are
introduced to the father-daughter duo of Nolan Duffy and Jillian Parisi-Duffy. Theyâ€™re a lawyer and a
genealogist, respectively, and together have an interesting way of diving into the heart of the situation!
This is a time-slip novel, blending the past with the present in a wonderful way. The contemporary
storyline has a lovely balance of humor, quirky small-town frie
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This story was so enjoyable!!
The Inn at Hidden Run is the first book in the Tree of Life series by Olivia Newport. In it, we are
introduced to the father-daughter duo of Nolan Duffy and Jillian Parisi-Duffy. Theyâ€™re a lawyer and a
genealogist, respectively, and together have an interesting way of diving into the heart of the situation!
This is a time-slip novel, blending the past with the present in a wonderful way. The contemporary
storyline has a lovely balance of humor, quirky small-town friendships and faith. The historical chapters
share how that generation struggled through a devastating epidemic, using their faith to guide them.
Elizaâ€™s trials of 1878 were not the same that Meri faced in the present, but the way they were woven
together was really well done!
The covers for the upcoming books have already been released! I love how well they work together!
Nolan and Jillian will return for these stories, helping out new friends and fellow townsfolk â€“ Iâ€™m
looking forward to reading them!
Iâ€™m really glad I read this and I happily recommend this book! The Inn at Hidden Run is available
now!
https://jengalaxy4.wordpress.com/
I received a complimentary copy of this book from Barbour Publishing and was under no obligation to
write a review.
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The Inn At Laguna Beach
Iâ€™m fascinated by genealogy discoveries and history, so this story appealed to me right away. I also
liked the setting of the story, a small mountain town set in Colorado.
What I disliked about the story was the unbelievable way some of the characters just nosed their way
into a young womanâ€™s personal life. Yes, they meant well and they were nice people, but the way
they treated this woman was a bit unbelievable to me.
I felt the story moved a bit slow and also seemed like an advertisement for cof
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genealogy discoveries and history, so this story appealed to me right away. I also liked the setting of the
story, a small mountain town set in Colorado.
What I disliked about the story was the unbelievable way some of the characters just nosed their way
into a young womanâ€™s personal life. Yes, they meant well and they were nice people, but the way
they treated this woman was a bit unbelievable to me.
I felt the story moved a bit slow and also seemed like an advertisement for coffee at times. Coffee and
food were a prominent feature for the characters of the story. Everything seemed to be solved with a
meal.
I did like the way the author wrapped up the story and the portions showing the history of the yellow
fever epidemic were quite interesting. The work of the genealogist really made sense in helping the
family with their issues and it was nice to see how the past can impact the future in such a nice way.
Many thanks to NetGalley and Shiloh Run Press for allowing me to read an advance copy and give my
honest review.
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I donâ€™t know. This was between 2 and 3 stars for me but ended with 2 because will I recommend it
to friends, no. Will I continue this series, no.
So what I liked:
I enjoyed the historical detail about the yellow fever outbreak in 1978 Memphis. If you love history, you
will love this. However, there was not really a flowing story, but very factual based retelling of what
happened etc.
Why just okay:
The modern day story did not connect with me. I find it quite unbelievable that things will play out i
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donâ€™t know. This was between 2 and 3 stars for me but ended with 2 because will I recommend it to
friends, no. Will I continue this series, no.
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So what I liked:
I enjoyed the historical detail about the yellow fever outbreak in 1978 Memphis. If you love history, you
will love this. However, there was not really a flowing story, but very factual based retelling of what
happened etc.
Why just okay:
The modern day story did not connect with me. I find it quite unbelievable that things will play out in
real life like they did. And the people who were trying to help Meri felt just as controlling and meddling
as her family. The writing style also didnâ€™t connect with me and I got quite bored about Jillianâ€™s
search for her next favourite mug. Also all the detail about her genealogy process was a bit boring (it
was need to authenticate her findings, but too much for me.
There is a lot of people who did like this book, it just wasnâ€™t for me and I would probably not
continue this series.
*I received a complimentary review copy from the publisher via Netgalley. All opinions expressed are
my own.*
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The Inn At Rancho Santa Fe
A family centered story with a unique plot and a bit of mystery. Living in a small town had its benefits,
including helping each other in times of need. Jillian's friendship with Nia, the bed and breakfast owner,
and Jillian's attorney dad, Nolan, brings timely help when Nia's mysterious new employee goes missing
the day after she is hired.
The dual timeline worked well in this tale, pulling together a family history that made a difference in the
present turmoil of Meri's family. Family genealogy

A family centered story with a unique plot and a bit

of mystery. Living in a small town had its benefits, including helping each other in times of need. Jillian's
friendship with Nia, the bed and breakfast owner, and Jillian's attorney dad, Nolan, brings timely help
when Nia's mysterious new employee goes missing the day after she is hired.
The dual timeline worked well in this tale, pulling together a family history that made a difference in the
present turmoil of Meri's family. Family genealogy can be very interesting and eye opening. I never
thought of it as a tool to help someone in a family crisis, as it is used in this story. Families are all so
different that it does sometimes help to bring clarity to the present by looking at the past, as the author
points out. Jillian is like a detective in that way, pulling pieces of family history together to help bring
resolution. Her father Nolan was an interesting character, using his skills of negotiation to help
someone in a crisis. They were so willing to help Meri out, dropping everything to do it. I enjoyed their
relationship and look forward to more of their story in the next book.
Recommend to readers looking for character driven stories with some real history mixed in, some faith
elements, and no romance.
(An e-book was provided by the publisher via NetGalley. All opinions expressed are my own.)

...more

from endorsement:
An immersive read populated by characters as rich as the carefully crafted Colorado setting of Canyon
Mines, The Inn at Hidden Run is at once a love letter to the past, a romance and a mystery. Newport
smartly differentiates herself in the popular â€˜time slip genreâ€™ by rooting her story in the art of
genealogy. At home with both the historical canvas of epidemic-raged late 19th Century Memphis and
her contemporary frame, Newport examines the core human desire for a sense of roots
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endorsement:
An immersive read populated by characters as rich as the carefully crafted Colorado setting of Canyon
Mines, The Inn at Hidden Run is at once a love letter to the past, a romance and a mystery. Newport
smartly differentiates herself in the popular â€˜time slip genreâ€™ by rooting her story in the art of
genealogy. At home with both the historical canvas of epidemic-raged late 19th Century Memphis and
her contemporary frame, Newport examines the core human desire for a sense of roots and belonging.
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Anyone who has ever wondered how the patches of their histories are sewn into the fabric of their lives
will feel completely at home in Hidden Run.
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The Inn At Little Washington
This is a dual timelines story set in present day and in 1878 Memphis that ties together in the end. I
wasn't sure how it would be, but it was done well with a positive ending. When Meri shows up at Nia
and Leo's bed and breakfast in Canyon Mines, Colorado, near Denver, looking for work, Nia gives her a
job but feels that Meri is running from something. She gets her friend, Jillian involved in befriending
Meri. Jillian is a genealogist and her father is an attorney. Jillian works from home and h

This is a dual

timelines story set in present day and in 1878 Memphis that ties together in the end. I wasn't sure how
it would be, but it was done well with a positive ending. When Meri shows up at Nia and Leo's bed and
breakfast in Canyon Mines, Colorado, near Denver, looking for work, Nia gives her a job but feels that
Meri is running from something. She gets her friend, Jillian involved in befriending Meri. Jillian is a
genealogist and her father is an attorney. Jillian works from home and her father Nolan does when he
can. Nia discovers a letter in Meri's room that she shouldn't have read but she did and found out that
Meri flunked out of med school in Tennessee. Everyone tries to help Meri but she is insistent that they
cannot help. It is expected to become a doctor in her family but her interests are elsewhere. How can
Jillian, Nolan and the others help Meri? Especially using genealogy?
The other side of the dual timeline is a historical story of the yellow fever epidemic in Memphis in 1878.
The wealthy left town leaving Memphis with poor people and African Americans, former slaves and now
some are domestic help. This story centers around Eliza Davies and how she stayed behind while her
parents went North for the hot summer months. She throws herself into helping victims and those
nursing the victims in whatever way was needed through her church.
The yellow fever story is one that I have read before, especially how it affected New Orleans. This part of
the story was interesting although very sad. Memphis took quite a hit during this time. It was interesting
how the author was able to tie Meri's family back to the characters in the historical side of the story.
I received a complimentary ARC from Barbour Publishing through NetGalley. All opinions and thoughts
are mine only.
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"The Inn at Hidden Run" by Olivia Newport
I really liked this story. A contemporary family with very strong traditions... and the discovery of the
foundation those traditions were based upon. I had a bit of trouble getting used to slipping from
current time to the 1870's. But then it became a bit of a relief to swap between the challenges of the
two very different time periods. A chance to rest and digest the emotions and challenges presented in
each era. Be sure to read the authors note at the e

"The Inn at Hidden Run" by Olivia Newport

I really liked this story. A contemporary family with very strong traditions... and the discovery of the
foundation those traditions were based upon. I had a bit of trouble getting used to slipping from
current time to the 1870's. But then it became a bit of a relief to swap between the challenges of the
two very different time periods. A chance to rest and digest the emotions and challenges presented in
each era. Be sure to read the authors note at the end... the perfect ending to the story. I was gifted an
ARC by the publisher via NetGalley and this review is wholly my thoughts, my opinions.
...more
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The Inn At The Cove
You can find this review and others on my blog SleepySamReads!
Special thanks to NetGalley and the publishers for providing an ARC in exchange for an honest review.
If I was rating thing review based off the portion that takes place in Memphis 1878, I would rate it 5
stars. If I was rating this based off the contemporary Colorado portion, I would rate it 1 star. So I
decided to just rate is 3. I'm going to review each portion as a separate story, because that's how it felt.
Memphis 1878:
I thoroug
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Special thanks to NetGalley and the publishers for providing an ARC in exchange for an honest review.
If I was rating thing review based off the portion that takes place in Memphis 1878, I would rate it 5
stars. If I was rating this based off the contemporary Colorado portion, I would rate it 1 star. So I
decided to just rate is 3. I'm going to review each portion as a separate story, because that's how it felt.
Memphis 1878:
I thoroughly loved this. I was born and raised in Memphis and I've never read a book set here!! I loved
reading this little bit of history from my home. This story took place during the 1878 yellow fever
epidemic in Memphis. This really happened, and most of the characters are based off real people who
helped the city during this time. During this particular epidemic there was 17,000 cases and more than
5,000 people died, most being African Americans.
I really loved Eliza. She does everything within her power to help people, and I admire that so much. She
risked her own life multiple times to care for the sick.
Eliza is a 'spinster' who is in her early 40s and not married. I admire this a lot. This story had absolutely
no romance and it wasn't something Eliza yearned for. I LOVE this. I don't like how much stories feel the
need to have unnecessary romance plots. I'm really glad this one didn't.
One of the things I really enjoyed about this part of the story was how we get to learn a little bit about
how medicine was practiced in the 1800s. This has always been a source of interest in me.
The ending of Eliza's story was really good and made my heart happy.
Colorado 2019:
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I despised this part of the story. It's the reason why it took me so long to read, and is why this book is
not a 5 star book for me.
A big part of the reason I disliked it so much was Jillian. She is one of the most boring characters I've
ever read in my life. She did nothing in the book but work. She is friends with the owner of Hidden Run
Inn, but I honestly have no clue why. They have nothing in common and Jillian doesn't leave her office.
I also don't really understand why this part of the story is in Jillian's POV and nor Meri's??? I think it
would have been SO much more interesting in Meri's POV. Jillian could have still easily been part of the
story, just not the center of it.
I will say that I was very pleased with how Meri was related to Eliza and the end of the book.
I did enjoy this story, but I hated part of it too.
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I have enjoyed reading many books by this author and this one is the beginning of a new series.
We are in a small town in Colorado and also, we flash back to a horrible time in history in Memphis
Tennessee when they suffered from the yellow fever.
We are also gifted with a delightful father, a lawyer, and daughter, a genealogist, who endeavor to help
a visitor/worker to their town.
I really enjoyed putting together the back drop of this visiting family, like doing a puzzle, a great concept
and enjo

I have enjoyed reading many books by this author and this one is the beginning of a new

series.
We are in a small town in Colorado and also, we flash back to a horrible time in history in Memphis
Tennessee when they suffered from the yellow fever.
We are also gifted with a delightful father, a lawyer, and daughter, a genealogist, who endeavor to help
a visitor/worker to their town.
I really enjoyed putting together the back drop of this visiting family, like doing a puzzle, a great concept
and enjoyable read, and am glad we will be coming back!
I received this book through Celebrate Lit, and was not required to give a positive review.
...more
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